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0 of 0 review helpful A decent read By Lemmenkainen The Seventh Mountain is an tale of a boy who discovers he is 
actually a Magi a spiritual warrior for good who is recruited to attend a school for Magi There he begins to discover 
his destiny and meets friends who are intertwined in it The school is basically Hogwarts with the addition of a mall 
and technology I at least appreciate the fact that out and o The Seventh Mountain by Gene Curtis is pure delight Curtis 
wields a tremendous imagination and uses it to transport the reader to another world where sword wielding Magi fight 
for good evil lurks just out of sight and a young hero searches for his destiny Sure to be compared to Harry Potter but 
undeniably more compelling Jeremy Robinson Barnes Noble com bestselling author of The Didymus Contingency A 
dream surreal and frightening begins the path of Mark Y From the Publisher Imagine you re an ordinary twelve year 
old boy The next thing you know you re in the Seventh Mountain an academy where students are trained as warriors 
practical jokes are not just tolerated but encouraged and the game of choice is a mass 
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